
 

 

Rosy Rhodes A free chart from Freda’s Fancy Stitching.  Stitch count 43 x 36       

 

I’ve listed DMC substitutes in case the silk threads are not readily 

available. There will, of course, be a slight difference in the 

appearance of the project.                                                                    

 

On the main graph each square represents two fabric threads.    On all the stitch diagrams, the grid lines represent 

one fabric thread.  

I almost always start my projects in the centre, and that is how I have written the directions. You could also choose 

to start at the top with the Rhodes squares. 

 

Work the first seven of the Rhodes octagons with two strands of the darkest thread – 

4633 

There are twelve octagons in the next round. They are worked with two strands of S824. 

 

Work the eighteen octagons in the last 

round of the centre part with two 

strands ofS823.  

 

Using one strand of the silk perle #8 -

156, outline the Rhodes octagons as shown in the main graph.  

Using the same thread, work two rows of backstitching around the 

outside of the octagons. 

 

 

 

 

Now work all the small Rhodes octagons as graphed, using two strands of S823. 
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Fabric 28 count Lugana white substitute 

Threads  Soie d’Alger 4633 dmc 3726  

 Rainbow Gallery Splendor S824 dmc 316  

 Rainbow Gallery Splendor S823 dmc 3727 

 Soie Cristale 6025 dmc 778 

 Dinkey Dyes Silk Perle #8 156 Taylors 

Sweet Pea 
dmc perle 8 

315 or 316 

Beads Mill Hill Antique Beads 3051  
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Using two strands of 6025, work all of the Rhodes squares as graphed. 

Attach the beads with a cross stitch, using one 

strand of 6025 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Pattern is intended to be distributed free of charge and is not to be sold or kitted.                 

 Shops and individuals are welcome to photocopy for distribution. 
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